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Overview

The presented thesis is devoted to the investigation of some problems in the omputable

struture theory. It studies the relations between de�nability properties of the mathematial

strutures and their algorithmi behaviour. The main goal of the author is to prove results

and develop methods that shall make it possible to estimate the omplexity of mathematial

strutures and make a omparison between them. The theory is developed for objets de�ned

on a ountable support.

This thesis is based on the author's researh in the last 10-15 years. The main problems

takled in this work are the following:

(1) To investigate various struture properties, in partiular, jump inversion theorems, and

the possibility of a jump spetrum to be a degree spetrum of a struture.

(2) To determine model-theoreti onditions under whih a struture admits jump inversion.

(3) To investigate e�etive imbeddings of a lass of strutures in another lass of strutures.

To takle the problem of the efetive deoding for speial lasses of strutures.

(4) To investigate some model-theoreti properties of ohesive powers of linear orders.

(5) To investigate various properties of natural substrutures of the struture of the enumer-

ation degrees De.

State of urrent researh

My general impression is that the author is well aquainted with the state of the art and

the most reent results in the omputable struture theory. A big part of the onsidered
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problems are onsidered in the �eld as important theoretially, as well as for the appliations.

The author demonstrates deep knowledge of her �eld of researh and apaity to apply her

knowledge to the solution of important problems.

Methods

The author uses the language of set theory, as well as ombinatorial methods and other

methods that are typial for the omputable struture theory, suh as the method of foring.

The thesis has ommon points with some areas of abstrat algebra.

Brief desription of the thesis

The presented thesis amounts 270 pages of text and onsists of an introdution, six hap-

ters, and a list of referenes inluding 162 items. In what follows, I shall give a short desription

of the topis overed in this dissertation.

The �rst hapter is introdutory. It ontains a brief summary of all the results obtained

in the thesis. The author provides some preliminary fats about the evolution of the notions

entral for this thesis, as well as some ideas that motivate the researh that was arried out

and that is desribed in the next few hapters.

Chapter 2 does not ontain original results. It deals with the rigorous de�nition of several

notions and methods that are entral for the onsequent investigations in this thesis: Turing

reduibility, generiity and foring, enumeration reduibilty, degree spetra, de�nability of a

struture.

In Chapter 3 the author investigates the notion of a jump of a struture introdued by

A. Soskova and I. Soskov. It is a generalization of the notion of relative omputability of

Moshovakis. In the last few years it was developed further by various researhers among

whih is the author of this thesis.

Some of the more important results in this hapter are the following. The author proves

Theorem 3.2.1, aording to whih every jump spetrum is a degree spetrum, or, in other

words, for eah struture A there exists a struture B, for whih DS1(A) = DS(B). Further
on, a jump inversion theorem for algebrai strutures is established (Theorem 3.3.9). If A
and B are strutures, for whih DS(A) ⊆ DS1(B), then there exists a struture C with

DS(C) ⊆ DS(B) and DS1(C) = DS(A).
The obtained results are applied further to the n-th jump spetra of the strutureA de�ned

as DSn(A) = {dn : d ∈ DS(A)}, where 1 ≤ n < ω. It is proved that if DS(A) ⊆ DSn(B),
then there exists a struture C, for whih DS(C) ⊆ DS(B) and DSn(C) = DS(A) (Theorem
3.4.2). Another important result in this setion is Theorem 3.4.8, aording to whih for

every natural number n ∈ N and every Turing degree d ≥ 0
n
there is a struture C, with

DSn(C) = {x | x > d}.
In Chapter 4 the author onsiders the notion of strong jump inversion. A struture

admits strong jump inversion if it satis�es the following ondition: for every orale X, if X ′

omputes D(C)′ for some isomorphi opy C of A, then X omputes D(B) for some B ∼= A.
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In this hapter the author �nds onditions that settle the question of when a struture A
admits a strong jump inversion (Theorem 4.2.5). It is proved that many of the known lasses

of strutures satisfy the onditions of Theorem 4.2.5. These inlude some speial lasses

of linear orders (Theorems 4.3.2 and 4.3.3); boolean algebras without 1-atoms (Proposition

4.3.6); models of an ℵ0-ategorial theory suh that the set of all Σ2-sentenes is omputably

enumarable (Theorem 4.3.13); di�erentially losed �elds of harateristi 0 (Theorem 4.33). It

is shown that the saturated model of the theory of di�erentially losed �elds of 0 harateristi

0 has a strongly onstrutive opy (Corollary 4.3.36).

Chapter 5 onsders a di�erent approah to the algorithmi omplexity of algebrai stru-

tures. Let K and K′
be two lasses of strutures, and let Θ be a Turing omputable embedding

of K in K′
, for whih

A1
∼= A2,A1,A2 ∈ K ⇐⇒ Θ(A1) ∼= Θ(A2).

Later on, other authors initiate the reasearh on stronger versions of Turing omputable

embeddings.

The more signi�ant results in this hapter amount to the following:

There exists a graph G, suh that for any linear order L, G is not Medvedev reduible to

the jump L′
(Proposition 5.2.4). On the other hand for every graph H there exists a linear

order L, for whih H is Medvedev reduible to the seond jump L(2)
(Proposition 5.2.6).

In a paper from the late 80's Freedman and Stanley onstruted a Turing omputable

embedding Φ from the lass of all graphs to the lass of all linear orders. It is proved in

Theorem 5.2.7 that there exist no Lω1,ω formulas that interpret G inside Φ(G).
Setion 5.3. deals with with the subjet of the interpretation of a �eld in the Heisenberg

group. They extend a result by Mal'tsev, aording to whih for every �eld F there exists a

opy of his de�ned within the Heisenberg group H(F ) via existential formulas with parame-

ters. It is proved in Theorem 5.3.13 that there exist existential formulas without parameters

that de�ne an e�etive interpretation of F in H(F ). Furthermore, the author proves su�ient

onditions for eliminating parameters from interpretations (Theorem 5.4.9).

Towards the end of the hapter, the author proves (Proposition 5.5.1) that every alge-

braially losed �eld C with harateristi 0 is interpretable in SL2(C) via existential formulas
with two parameters.

Chapter 6 onsiders e�etive versions of some model theoreti onstrutions. A entral

problem here is to larify the question of when isomorphi omputable linear orders indue

isomprphi ohesive degrees. The more signi�ant results here are ontained in Theorems

6.4.4, 6.6.2, 6.6.4, 6.6.5, as well as in Corollaries 6.4.6 and 6.6.2.

Chapter 7 ontains results on the enumeration degrees of susbsets of N. There exists a

natural imbedding of the struture of Turing degrees DT into the struture of enumeration

degrees De. A entral problem here is the investigation of the struture properties of other

natural substrutures ofDe. Important results are obtained in Theorems 7.5.4 and 7.6.1, where

it is demonstrated that the hain of inlusions "graph ototal � ototal � weakly ototal" sets

is strit. Anothr notable results in this hapter are Proposition 7.3.1, Theorem 7.4.3 and

Theorem 7.4.17.
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Main results

The main ontributions of this DS Thesis are the following:

(1) It is proved that every jump spetrum is a degree spetrum.

(2) Results onerning the n-th jump spetra are proved.

(3) Jump inversion theorems are proved.

(4) Conditions are proved for a struture to admit a strit jump inversion.

(5) E�etive versions of some model-theoreti onstrutions are proved.

(6) Interpretation results are proved that interpret �elds of harateristi 0 within the Heisen-

berg group.

(7) It is proved that the hain of impliations "graph ototal � ototal � weakly ototal" for

sets is strit.

(8) Struture properties of some substrutures of the struture of enumeration degrees are

investigated.

Remarks and omments

I have the following remarks, questions and omments related to this thesis:

(1) The thesis is extremely well-written. The onsiderable e�orts to produe an extensive

and in the same time readable text of this size are learly seen. The very few typos here

and there annot spoil the overall positive impression.

(2) I ould not �gure out what is the di�erene between a proposition and a theorem? Both

are used in the text.

(3) A part of the publiations related to this thesis is witten in a o-authorship. It would

be good to make a distintion at the appropriate plaes whih result belongs to whom.

On the other hand, I am aware that in most ases this is hardly possible: results are

oftentimes proved in parallel and the �nal publiation assumes the most appropriate one.

Publiations related to the thesis

The results in this thesis are published in eight papers. Four of the papers are in journals

with an impat fator. These are:

- Journal of Logi and Computation (2008,2019) � IF 0.789; 0.86
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- Journal of Symboli Logi (2019) � IF 0.642

- Transations of the Amerian Mathematial Soiety (2019) � IF 1.422

The remaining four papers are published in volumes with the proeedings of sienti� onfe-

renes: two of them appear in the Springer Verlag sequene Leture Notes in Computer

Siene and the other two are in the proeedings of the 6-th and the 7-th Panhelleni Logi

Symposium, respetively.

Results from this thesis are also ontained in two further papers that are submitted to

mathematial journals and await refereeing.

The list of publiations meets the minimal national riteria required in paragraph 7.

Authorship of the obtained results

The authorship of the eight papers on whih this thesis is based an be desribed as fol-

lows: in one of them the andidate is the sole author; three of them are with one o-author;

one is with two o-authors; one is with �ve and two are with six o-authors. Towards the

end of the author's summary, it is pointed out that in all o-authored papers the ontribution

of the andidate is the same as that of the remaining ollaborators. I aept this explana-

tion. Moreover, in many ases the ontribution of the di�erent ollaborators is very hard to

distiguish exatly.

Citations

The andidate has attahed a list of 74 itations of the papers used in this thesis. It is

beyond any doubt that the results of Alexandra Soskova are well-known and highly valued in

her professional ommunity.

Authors summary

The author's summary is made aording to the existing regulations and re�ets properly

the main results and ontributions of this thesis.

Conlusion

This thesis is foused on problems from the omputable struture theory that are of great

importane for the theory and as well as for the appliations. They shed light on the problem

of how the strutrue properties of the objets determine their algorithmi behaviour. In this

thesis the author proves results and develops methods that allow to ompare properties related

to the omputability in di�erent strutures. This work does not only answer open problems

of prinipal importane, but also motivates new diretions for an ongoing researh.

I am deeply onvined that the presented thesis �Computable struture theory: jump of

struture, oding and deoding� by Alexandra Andreeva Soskova ontains results that are

an original ontribution to the omputable struture theory. The andidate demonstrates
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deep knowledge of the theory and apaity to develop it in new and important ways. With

this, she meets the legal national requirements presribed by the law, as well as the spei�

requirements of the University of So�a and the Faulty of Mathematis and Informatis for

the professional �eld 4.5 Mathematis. I assess positively the presented DS Thesis and

reommend to this panel to award Alexandra Andreeva Soskova the sienti� degree

�Dotor of Sienes� in the sienti� �eld 4. Natural sienes, Mathematis and Informatis

Professional �eld 4.5 �Mathematis� (Mathematial Logi).

So�a, 17.03.2021 Member of the Sienti� Panel:

(Prof. Ivan Landjev)
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